Abstract. We study the geometric phase transitions that accompany the dynamic rearrangement of vacuum under spontaneous violation of initial gauge symmetry. The rearrangement may give rise to condensates of three types, namely the scalar, axially symmetric, and entirely anisotropic condensates. The flat space-time keeps being the Minkowski space in the only case of scalar condensate. The anisotropic condensate having arisen, the respective anisotropy occurs also in space-time. In this case the space-time filled with axially symmetric condensate proves to be a flat relativistically invariant Finslerian space with partially broken 3D isotropy, while the space-time filled with entirely anisotropic condensate proves to be a flat relativistically invariant Finslerian space with entirely broken 3D isotropy. The two Finslerian space types are described briefly in the extended introduction to the work, while the original part of the latter is devoted to determining observable 3-velocities in the entirely anisotropic Finslerian event space. The main difficulties that are overcome in solving that problem arose from the nonstandard form of the light cone equation and from the necessity of correct introducing of a norm in the linear vector space of rapidities.
Introduction
Of late years, the Lorentz symmetry violation has been widely canvassed in literature. The interest in the topic has arisen to a large extent from constructing the string-motivated phenomenological theory referred to as the Standard Model Extension (SME) [1, 2, 3] .
Against the background of the research made in terms of SME, the alternative (so called Finslerian) approach to the Lorentz symmetry violation (see, in particular, [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] ) gets ever more popular. The latter is based on the Finslerian, rather than pseudo-Euclidean, geometric model of flat event space. The great merit of the Finslerian model that predetermines its role in developing the fundamental interaction theory and the relativistic astrophysics arises from the fact that the model leads to Lorentz symmetry violation without violating the relativistic symmetry.
Apart from the Minkowski event space, there exist only two types of flat Finslerian spaces that exhibit relativistic symmetry, i.e. the symmetry corresponding to the Lorentz boosts. The first type Finslerian space is a space with partially broken 3D isotropy, while the second one exhibits an entirely broken 3D isotropy. Described below will be their basic properties (for more details see [8, 19] ).
The flat relativistically-symmetric Finslerian event space with partially broken 3D isotropy
The metric of the said space-time obtained in [20] is
This metric depends on two constant parameters, r and ν, and generalizes the Minkowski metric, in which case r determines the magnitude of space anisotropy, thereby characterizing the degree of deviation of metric (1) from the Minkowski metric. Instead of the 3-parameter group of rotations of Minkowski space, the given space permits only the 1-parameter group of rotations around unit vector ν that indicates a physically preferred direction in 3D space. No changes occur for translational symmetry, and space-time translations leave metric (1) invariant. As to the transformations that relate the various inertial frames to each other, the ordinary Lorentz boosts modify metric (1) conformally. Therefore, they do not belong to the isometry group of space-time (1) . Using them, however, we can construct invariance transformations [4] for metric (1) . The corresponding generalized Lorentz transformations (generalized Lorentz boosts) prove to be
where v denotes the velocities of moving (primed) inertial reference frames, the matrices L In contrast to the ordinary Lorentz boosts, the generalized ones (2) make up a 3-parameter noncompact group with generators X 1 , X 2 , X 3 . Thus, with the inclusion of the 1-parameter group of rotations around the preferred direction ν and of the 4-parameter group of translations, the inhomogeneous group of isometries of event space (1) proves to have eight parameters. To obtain the simplest representation of its generators, it is sufficient to choose the third space axis along ν and, after that, to use the infinitesimal form of transformations (2) . As a result we get
According to [4] , the above generators satisfy the commutation relations From this it is seen that the homogeneous isometry group of axially symmetric Finslerian event space (1) contains four parameters (generators X 1 , X 2 , X 3 and R 3 ). Being a subgroup of the 11-parameter similitude (Weyl) group [21] , it is isomorphic to the respective 4-parameter subgroup (with generators X 1 , X 2 , X 3 | r=0 and R 3 ) of the homogeneous Lorentz group. Since the 6-parameter homogeneous Lorentz group has no 5-parameter subgroup, while the 4-parameter subgroup is unique (up to isomorphisms) [22] , the transition from the Minkowski space to the axially symmetric Finslerian space (1) implies a minimum possible symmetry-breaking of the Lorentz symmetry, in which case the relativistic symmetry represented now by the generalized Lorentz boosts (2) remains preserved.
Since the light signals propagate in Finslerian event space (1) quite in the same manner as in the Minkowski space, the use [23] of the Einstein procedure of exchange of light signals makes it possible to conclude that the coordinates x 0 and x used to prescribe metric (1) have the meaning of observable Galilean coordinates of events. Accordingly, the coordinate velocity v = dx/dx 0 is an observable, so the Einstein law of 3-velocity addition remains valid in this case. Formally, this means that the transition from Minkowski space to Finslerian space (1) fails to alter the geometric properties of 3-velocity space; namely, the latter is again a Lobachevski space with metric
with the orthogonal components of v being the Beltrami coordinates therein. Important information about the physical displays of space anisotropy can be obtained by examining the Lagrange function [4] that corresponds to Finslerian metric (1) . The function describes the peculiar non-separable interaction of a particle with a constant (i.e. r and ν being fixed) field that characterizes space anisotropy. As a result, we conclude that, despite the space anisotropy, the free inertial motion of the particle remains rectilinear and uniform as before. Contrary to the situation in the Minkowski space, however, the particle momentum direction fails to coincide with the particle velocity direction. In particular, apart from its rest energy E = mc 2 , the particle has the rest momentum p = rmcν, while the nonrelativistic particle inert mass (that enters Newton's second law) proves to be a tensor, rather than scalar [25, 24] 
As to the space anisotropy impact on the behavior of fundamental fields, the correct allowance for the impact necessitates Finslerian generalization of the well-known field equations. In this case, the translational invariance of Finslerian space (1) makes the respective generalized field equations admit solutions in the form of plane waves of the type exp(ip k x k ), where p k is the canonical 4-momentum (wave vector) of a particle in the anisotropic space (1), with p k satisfying the relativistically invariant dispersion relation [4] 
Here and henceforth we put c = = 1. Relation (6) permits the conclusion that the anisotropy of event space (1) in no way affects the dynamics of massless fields, electromagnetic field in particular. Therefore, only the fundamental massive field equations need being generalized accordingly. If we proceed from the Klein-Gordon equation and try its generalization via the generalized dispersion relation (6) and substitution p i → i∂/∂x i , we shall obtain a generalized Klein-Gordon equation in the form of either linear integral equation [25, 26] or integro-differential equation [16] . In terms of local quantum field theory, however, the Lagrangian approach to Finslerian generalization of the field equations seems to be more adequate. The initial guideline principles of constructing the respective generalized Lagrangians have been set forth in [27] and were used to demonstrate that the real massive field does not exist as a free field in Finslerian space-time (1), but does exist as a neutral component ϕ 2 of the isotopic triplet ϕ(x) = {ϕ 1 (x), ϕ 2 (x), −ϕ * 1 (x)}, whose generalized Lagrangian is
where j k = i(ϕ * 1 ϕ 1;k − ϕ 1 ϕ * 1;k ). As to the space anisotropy impact on the dynamics of massive fermion field, this effect is described by the following generalized Dirac Lagrangian [9] 
ψ,
where ν µ = (1, −ν). In contrast to the standard Dirac Lagrangian, the generalized Dirac Lagrangian leads to nonlinear spinor equations that admit a solution in the form of axially symmetric fermionantifermion condensate. The occurrence of the condensate as a physical source of the anisotropy of flat space-time (1) realizes one of the feasible mechanisms of vacuum rearrangement under spontaneous violation of the initial gauge symmetry.
Concluding the brief description of relativistically invariant Finslerian space-time (1), we cannot but mention the valuable result obtained recently in the field by G.W. Gibbons, J. Gomis and C.N. Pope. We mean the CPT operator analyzed in [16] . It is of interest to note also that, mostly, the above presented results were reproduced in [16] using the techniques of continuous deformations of the Lie algebras and nonlinear realizations. However, a different relevant notation was used in [16] . In particular, the parameter that characterizes the space anisotropy magnitude was designated b instead of r, while the 8-parameter group of Finslerian isometries was called DISIM b (2), i.e. Deformed Inhomogeneous SIMilitude group that includes the 2-parameter Abelian homogeneous noncompact subgroup. In our basis, the group generators and Lie algebra have the form (3) and (4), respectively. As to the finite transformations that constitute the homogeneous noncompact subgroups of DISIM b (2), they can be found in [10] .
The flat relativistically symmetric Finslerian event space
with entirely broken 3D isotropy
The most general form of the metric of flat entirely anisotropic Finslerian event space
has been obtained in [19] . Three parameters (r 1 , r 2 and r 3 ) characterize the anisotropy of event space (8) and are restricted by the conditions
It should be noted that, at r 1 = r 2 = r 3 = 0, metric (8) reduces to the fourth root of the product of four 1-forms
In the given particular case, thus, we obtain the well-known Berwald-Moór metric [28, 29] written, however, in the basis introduced in [19] . As to the nonzero values of parameters r i , the values
are of particular interest. The fact is that, in case the parameters r i reach the said values, the metric (8), which describes the flat space-time with entirely broken 3D isotropy, degenerates into the respective 1-forms, i.e. into the total differential of absolute time:
Since the same situation arises in the case of metric (1) (the latter also degenerates at r = 1 into the total differential of absolute time), we have to conclude [19] that the absolute time is not a stable degenerate state of space-time and may turn into either partially anisotropic spacetime (1) or entirely anisotropic space-time (8) . In any case, the respective geometric phase transition from the absolute time to 4D space-time may be treated to be an Act of Creation of 3D space. This phenomenon is accompanied by rearrangement of the vacuum state of the system of initially massless interacting fundamental fields, resulting in that the elementary particles acquire masses. In the case of space-time (1), the acquired particle mass is specified by tensor (5). As to space-time (8) , the acquired mass is specified by the tensor
Only after the above described process is complete, do the concepts of spatial extension and of reference frames become physically sensible (in a massless world, both spatial extension of anything and one or another reference frame are meaningless to speak of). It should be noted in this connection that, as early as in one of the pioneer unified gauge theories (namely, the conformal Weyl theory [30] ), the very concept of space-time interval becomes physically meaningful only on violating the local conformal symmetry, resulting in that the initial massless Abelian vector gauge field acquires mass [31] . Finally attention should be paid to the fact that, formally, the absolute time serves as a connecting link, via which the correspondence principle gets satisfied for the Finslerian spaces with partially and entirely broken 3D isotropy. Consider now the isometry group of flat Finslerian event space (8) . The homogeneous 3-parameter noncompact isometry group, i.e. the relativistic symmetry group of space-time (8), proves to be Abelian, while its constituent transformations have the same meaning as the conventional Lorentz boosts. The explicit form of the transformations is
where
the unimodular matrices L ik are
with α 1 , α 2 , α 3 being the group parameters. Henceforth, the coordinate velocity components v i = dx i /dx 0 of primed reference frame will be used as group parameters along with the parameters α i . The parameters v i and α i are related to each other as
The inverse relations are
As to generators X i of homogeneous 3-parameter isometry group (10) of space-time (8), they can be presented as
where p α = ∂/∂x α are generators of the 4-parameter group of translations. Thus, on including the latter, the inhomogeneous group of isometries of entirely anisotropic Finslerian event space (8) turns out to be a 7-parameter group. As to its generators, they satisfy the commutation relations
Concluding the introductory part of the work, we wish to note that the next (original) part continues studying the flat relativistically invariant Finslerian event space with entirely broken 3D isotropy (expression (8) ). The point is that, contrary to metric (1), the coordinates x 0 , x i used to prescribe metric (8) are not the orthogonal Galilean coordinates of events. Accordingly, the 3-velocity v i = dx i /dx 0 is not an observable, but is only meaningful as being a coordinate 3-velocity in event space (8) . It should be noted apropos that, within the framework of conventional special relativity, the coordinate 3-velocity that corresponds to nonorthogonal coordinates is not an observable 3-velocity either and, to determine the latter, there exists the well-known algorithm. From this example alone it follows that physical identification of various quantities and relations arising in terms of the model for flat Finslerian space of events (8) deserves special attention and turns sometimes into an independent problem. One of the like problems that permits a novel approach to interpreting some astrophysical observations, in particular the data relevant to the temperature anisotropy of the microwave background radiation, will be solved below. We mean the problem of determining observable 3-velocities within the framework of the model for entirely anisotropic Finslerian event space (8) . An appropriate algorithm that, in particular, permits the magnitude of observable 3-velocity to be expressed via the components of the latter must start being constructed by considering the space of coordinate 3-velocities.
The components of relative coordinate velocity of two particles
Obviously, the group of generalized Lorentz boosts (10) that acts in entirely anisotropic event space (8) induces the group of the respective transformations in the space of coordinate 3-
To obtain the transformations, let equations (10) be rewritten in terms of coordinate differentials
After dividing, then, the second, third, and fourth relations by the first one and using the fact that v i = dx i /dx 0 are components of the coordinate 3-velocity, we get
The relations (14) interrelate the components v i and v ′ i of the coordinate 3-velocity of a particle in the initial and primed inertial frames, respectively, with the dependence of the involved matrix elements A, B, C, D on the coordinate 3-velocity of the primed reference frame being determined by relations (11) and (13) . Formally, the transformations (14) are a nonlinear representation of linear group (10) . Besides, it should be noted that the representation proves to be independent of parameters r i and, therefore, is equally valid for the Berwald-Moór metric.
Consider now two particles. Let (2) v i be the coordinate 3-velocity of the second particle in the initial reference frame, and (1) v i be the coordinate 3-velocity of the first particle in the same frame. In addition, let (1) v i be identified as the coordinate 3-velocity of primed reference frame. As a result, the primed frame acquires the meaning of the rest frame of the first particle. Finally, let the 3-velocity components of the second particle in the rest frame of the first particle (or, in other words, the relative velocity of the second particle with respect to the first particle) be designated (1→2) v i . Using these notations together with formulas (11) and (13), we obtain via (14) (1→2)
(1)
The above cumbersome formulas express the components of the relative coordinate 3-velocity of two particles via the coordinate 3-velocity components of either particle. From the fact that the above relations are a direct consequence of transformations (10) that constitute the Abelian group with parameters α i , while α i proper can be treated to be rapidity components related to v i via (12) and (13), the conclusion inevitably comes to mind that, in terms of α i , relations (15) must get simplified significantly and take on the form
The fact that the conclusion is really true can be proved as follows. First, proceeding from (15) , and via direct calculations we get the following three equations
v 3
1+
v 3 1+
, whereupon we are only to find natural logarithm of each of the equations and use formulas (13) . The result thereof is just relation (16) . According to (16) , the rapidities α i form the linear vector space, whence the problem of introducing of a norm |α i | in that vector space arises for us to solve.
Introducing of a norm in the vector space of rapidities
To find |α i | as an explicit function of α i , attention should be paid to relation
which means that the rapidity components of the second particle relative to the first particle differ in sign from the rapidity components of the first particle relative to the second. This fact is a trivial consequence of the Abelian structure of relativistic symmetry group (10) and prompts us to write
However, such introducing of a norm in the vector space of rapidities would be physically incorrect because it would never lead to any reasonable relation between the components of observable 3-velocity and its magnitude. Therefore, we will be acting as follows.
First, proceeding from physical considerations, we shall express the square of observable 3-velocity V 2 to be an explicit function of the components of coordinate 3-velocity v i . After that, formulas (12) are to be used to represent V 2 as an explicit function of the rapidity components α i . Thereby, we shall actually finish the procedure of introducing of the norm since (by definition) the magnitude V of observable 3-velocity and the rapidity magnitude |α i | are related to one another as
Thus, let us, first of all, find the explicit form of function V 2 = V 2 (v i ). In accordance with its physical meaning, that function, just as V (v i ), must satisfy the condition
where (1→2) v i are the components of coordinate 3-velocity of the second particle with respect to the first one, and
v i are the components of coordinate 3-velocity of the first particle with respect to the second one. Considering v i as the group parameters that are alternative to the parameters α i , we can see that v i are the mutually inverse elements g and g −1 of group (10) . In this case, in terms of α i , the transition g → g −1 corresponds (see formula (17) ) to transformation α i →α i = −α i , whereas in terms of v i , the same transition corresponds (in virtue of (12) and (13)) to transformation
Accordingly, the inverse transformations appear as −α i =α i → α i and
Now we see that equation (19), i.e. the first, and most important, restriction on the sought function V 2 , can be rewritten as
Thus, the function V 2 (v i ) must be an invariant of transformations (20) and (21) . Since, when examining a classical particle motion, we deal with causally-related events, the physically permissible range of the values of squared observable 3-velocity is restricted by the condition 0 ≤ V 2 (v i ) ≤ 1, where
in accordance with the definition of coordinate 3-velocity v i . As to the range of physically permissible v i values, that range will be shown in the next section to be restricted by the regular tetrahedron surface presented in Fig. 6 . On the tetrahedron surface proper, the coordinate 3-velocities, which coincide with all the possible coordinate 3-velocities of a photon, satisfy the relation
Since, on the other hand, V 2 = 1 at any direction of observable 3-velocity of the photon, relation (24) implies that the sought function V 2 (v i ) must satisfy the condition
Apart from the stated conditions (22) , (23) , and (25), attention should be paid to the fact that, in the 2D case, where (for instance) dx 0 = 0, dx 1 = 0, dx 2 = dx 3 = 0, the Berwald-Moór space coincides with the Minkowski space, i.e. ds 2
In this case, accordingly, the coordinate velocity v 1 coincides with the observable velocity V. As a result, we conclude that the sought function V 2 (v i ) must also satisfy the relations
To find the function V 2 (v i ) that satisfies the conditions (22), (23), (25) , and (26), an attempt will be made firstly to construct some auxiliary function f (v i ) that would remain invariant under transformations (20) and (21) . To that end, consider two characteristic functions that enter relations (20) and (24) above, namely
and
Using substitution (20) , we can readily prove that
, we come to equality f (ṽ i ) = f (v i ), which means that the function f (v i ) introduced as above is actually an invariant of transformations (20) and (21) . From this it follows clearly that the sought function V 2 (v i ), which satisfies the conditions (22) , (23), (25) , and (26) , is prescribed by the relation
and (owing to (27) and (28)) proves to be
Now, representing (via (29) and (12)) V 2 as an explicit function of α i and using definition (18), we get finally
This formula expresses the rapidity magnitude |α i | via rapidity components α i . As should be in this case, |α i | is a convex function of its own arguments α i , which is invariant with respect to their reflection α i ↔ −α i . According to (30) ,
at small |α i | values. As |α i | increases, the spheres (31) get deformed and transformed at |α i | → ∞ into the regular rhombic dodecahedron shown in Fig. 1 . To illustrate the above described transformation of spheres into a regular rhombic dodecahedron, we shall consider first the behavior of the section of surface |α i | = const by plane α 3 = 0.
The equation that describes the section is
with the variation limits for the argument of function (32) being
Incidentally, it should be noted that, when deriving (32) we not only put α 3 = 0 in the initial equation (30) , but also introduced new variables (α 1 + α 2 )/ √ 2 and (α 1 − α 2 )/ √ 2 instead of α 1 and α 2 . The function (32) is plotted in Fig. 2 at |α i | = 0.5, |α i | = 1, |α i | = 3 and |α i | = 5. From the plots it is seen how, as |α i | increases, the circle gets transformed gradually into the square βαǫδ shown in Fig. 3 .
Finally, to complete the picture, examine the behavior of the section of surface |α i | = const by plane (α 1 + α 2 ) = 0. The equation that describes the section is 
The variation limits for the argument of function (33) 
It should be noted that, when deriving equation (33), we first introduced in (30) (α 1 +α 2 )/ √ 2 and (α 1 − α 2 )/ √ 2 instead of variables α 1 and α 2 and, after that, put (α 1 + α 2 ) = 0. Fig. 5 shows the plots of (33) at |α i | = 0.5, |α i | = 1, |α i | = 3 and |α i | = 5. From the plots it is seen that, as |α i | increases, the circle becomes gradually the hexagon Λγ∆ΦζΩ shown in Fig. 4. 4 A relation between the components of observable 3-velocity and its magnitude in the flat Finslerian event space with entirely broken 3D isotropy
The Minkowski space domain of causally-related events that correspond to motion of a classical particle is well-known to be bounded by light cone surface. In this case, since the light cone equation in orthogonal Galilean coordinates has the simplest (canonical) form, use of the Einstein procedure of exchange of light signals leads to the trivial result, according to which the magnitude of observable 3-velocity is expressed via the components of the latter as V 2 = v 2 1 +v 2 2 +v 2 3 . Besides, the components v i of observable 3-velocity coincide in this case with the respective components of coordinate 3-velocity, so that the range of the physically permissible values of coordinate 3-velocity of a classical particle is limited by the condition 0 ≤ V 2 ≤ 1, i.e. by a sphere of unit radius. It should be noted that the same situation arises also in the case of Finslerian space with partially broken 3D isotropy (1) . However, the range of the physically permissible values of coordinate 3-velocity v i gets changed significantly when going to entirely anisotropic Finslerian space (8) .
To obtain restrictions on the permissible v i values, Hubert Goenner and me [19] made the valid assumption that motion of a particle is in correspondence with such events in space (8), for which not only the condition dx 0 > 0, but also the set of inequalities
are satisfied, whence the following restrictions on v i were obtained 1
According to (35)-(38), the range of permissible v i values is restricted by the surface of the regular tetrahedron reproduced in Fig. 6 . It will be proved below that, in this case the squared magnitude of the respective observable 3-velocity (29) fails to exceed unity, in which case V 2 = 1 on the tetrahedron surface only. It is this fact that allows us to state that the domain bounded by the tetrahedron surface serves as the domain of physically permissible coordinate 3-velocities of a classical particle. It should be noted also that the conditions (35)-(38), which determine that domain, are (at dx 0 > 0) the necessary and sufficient conditions for relations (34) to be satisfied. We can conclude, therefore, that, from physical viewpoint, the relations (34) single out the domain of causally-related events of event space (8) , wherein the world line of any classical particle resides. As to the boundary of that domain, it is determined by the equations that have entered the set (34). Naturally, the boundary can be called the light cone by analogy with the Minkowski space. It can be readily verified that, when crossing the light cone, we find ourselves in the domain of causally-unrelated events. For that purpose, as clear from the above analysis, it is sufficient to verify that, when crossing the regular tetrahedron surface in the space of coordinate 3-velocities v i , we enter the domain of supraluminal velocities, i.e. we obtain the values of squared observable 3-velocity V 2 (v i ) that exceed unity.
The function V 2 (v i ) behavior of interest for us can be found out by examining its behavior on the set of all straight lines that pass through the origin o of the Cartesian coordinates v i and, hence, intersect the surface of the regular tetrahedron.
Considered as a typical example will be the behavior of V 2 (v i ) on a straight line that intersects the tetrahedron surface at points Ψ and Γ (see Fig. 6 ). According to equations (36)-(38), point Ψ (tetrahedron vertex) belongs to faces ΨΞΛ, Ψ∆Ξ and ΨΛ∆ and its coordinates are v 1 = −1, v 2 = −1, v 3 = −1, whereas equation (35) determines the coordinates v 1 = 1/3, v 2 = 1/3, v 3 = 1/3 of point Γ, which is located at the center of the face ∆ΞΛ. Therefore, the equations that describe the selected straight line are
where t is the parameter that characterizes the location of a point on the given line. In particular, t = −1 corresponds to point Ψ, t = 0 to point o, and t = 1/3 to point Γ. Substituting (39) in (29), we obtain V 2 in the form of the following explicit function of running parameter t
It is quite obvious now that i) at the center o of the tetrahedron, i.e. at t = 0, V 2 (0) = 0;
ii) as t increases, i.e. as we approach the tetrahedron surface, V 2 (t) increases steadily, so that at t = 1/3 (i.e. at point Γ on the tetrahedron surface) V 2 (t) takes on value V 2 (1/3) = 1;
iii) as t increases further, i.e. as we move away from the tetrahedron, V 2 (t) keeps increasing steadily and lim
iv) at t > 1/2, we appear in the region where the squared observable 3-velocity takes on negative values, i.e. V 2 (t) < 0; v) as t decreases (from t = 0), i.e. as we move away from point o (where V 2 = 0) and, hence, as we approach the tetrahedron surface again, V 2 (t) increases similarly to the case ii) and, at t = −1, i.e. at point Ψ on the tetrahedron surface, takes on value
vi) as t decreases further, i.e. as we move away from the tetrahedron again, V 2 (t) keeps increasing steadily, with V 2 (t) ≈ −3t/2 at t ≪ −1.
The method proposed above can be used to study the behavior of function V 2 (v i ) throughout the space of coordinate velocities v i and (which is of particular importance for quantum theory), to accurately determine the domains in the space of v i where V 2 > 1 or V 2 < 0. The two domains correspond to propagation of virtual particles only, the first domain corresponding to causally-unrelated (tachyonic) events in space (8) . Within the scope of this work, however, we shall limit ourselves to the above analysis. The point is that the behavior of function V 2 (v i ) along straight line (39) is a good illustration of both the specific features of its behavior throughout the external (with respect to the tetrahedron) domain and the fact that 0 ≤ V 2 ≤ 1 in the domain belonging to the tetrahedron, i.e. just in the domain of v i , which is of interest to us in this work.
Return now to Fig. 6 . Since the regular tetrahedron surface is an image of the light front surface in the space of v i , all the initial light rays and their respective reflected rays divide the tetrahedron into six pairs of mutually conjugate sectors
Therefore, the Einstein procedure of exchange of light signals makes it possible to obtain only the respective sectorial components of observable 3-velocity (see [19] )
where v i are the coordinate 3-velocity components. As to the relation between the magnitude of observable 3-velocity and its sectorial components, we shall derive it as follows.
First, using (12) and simplifying the notations in quite an evident way, we represent twelve (actually six) sectorial components of observable 3-velocity as explicit functions of α i
Besides, it is expedient to represent formula (30) as
Allowing for (18) and using (41) and (40), we obtain
According to (42), the square of observable 3-velocity is a symmetric function of its six observable sectorial components (40). It should be noted that these components are constrained by three relations and, hence, are not independent. It can be readily verified that, for example,
Therefore, any three different observable sectorial components taken from the set (40) serve as one of the possible non-orthogonal basises. For example, having chosen the sectorial components v 1+2 , v 1+3 , v 3+2 to be a particular basis, we can use (42) and (43) to obtain
If, in particular, v 1+3 = 0, while v 1+2 = v 3+2 = 0, then
The fact that the square of observable 3-velocity does not coincide (in virtue of (45)) with the square of its sole (non-zero) component v 1+3 indicates that the given basis is non-orthogonal. On going to, for example, another non-orthogonal basis v 1−2 , v 1+3 , v 3−2 (via (43)) we get
In this case v 1+2 = v 1−3 = v 3+2 = 0, so (42) leads to V 2 expressed again via (45). It should be noted that, since v 1+3 is an observable sectorial velocity, the maximum value of its square is v 2 1+3 = 1. In this case, as expected, formula (45) gives V 2 = 1.
The situation with observable 3-velocities in Finslerian event space (8) can be clarified finally by examining the 3-velocities in non-relativistic limit, i.e.
In this case (44) turns into
By its meaning, (47) is a positively determined quadratic form, so it can be reduced to a sum of squares. The explicit form of the appropriate transformation can be found readily. To that end, the first three relations of (40) and relations (12) are sufficient to use with due allowance for (46). As a result we get
Accordingly, the inverse relations that represent the components v i of coordinate 3-velocity appear as
On substituting (48) in (47), we see that, in the non-relativistic limit, the squared observable 3-velocity equals a sum of squared components of the coordinate 3-velocity, i.e. V 2 = v 1 2 +v 2 2 +v 3 2 .
Conclusion
As early as our works [19] , where the entirely anisotropic Finslerian event space was first treated, Hubert Goenner and the author encountered the unusual situation in which the Einstein procedure of exchange of light signals failed to properly determine the magnitude of the observable 3-velocity and was only able to determine the components of the observable 3-velocity. As a result, the necessity arose that an algorithm be constructed to permit determination of the magnitude of the observable 3-velocity, thereby formalizing the condition that singles out the domain of causally-related events in space (8) . The said events are characterized by the fact that the respective magnitudes of observable 3-velocities do not exceed the speed of light. Although constructing the above-mentioned algorithm as realized in the present work was partly heuristic (the identification of functions (27) and (28) to be those exhibiting special transformational properties is meant), the comprehensive analysis of the final formula (29) has shown that it determines the magnitude of observable 3-velocity correctly. Besides, according to (42), formula (29) has led to quite a reasonable relation between the components of observable 3-velocity and its magnitude. Thus, in addition to the isometry group (10), we have now at our disposal another important tool to study the behavior of fundamental fields in entirely anisotropic Finslerian space (8) . The respective studies, as well as the explicit form of the fundamental field equations generalized to meet the requirement of invariance with respect to group (10), will be published elsewhere. As to the present work, to avoid any possible misunderstandings, the following is expedient to note.
It is common knowledge that, in the conventional relativistic quantum field theory, 4-momentum (p 0 , p) conjugated canonically to orthogonal Galilean coordinates (x 0 , x) is more fundamental than 3-velocity v. At the same time, in the case of a free single-particle state with certain 4-momentum |p 0 , p , the 3-velocity as a quantum observable has certain value v = p/p 0 that coincides with classical observable 3-velocity. In the presence of Lorentz violation, however, the connection between the momentum and the velocity can be highly nontrivial, the fact that was first demonstrated by Don Colladay and Alan Kostelecký in the original SME paper in [2] . Attention should be paid to the fact that a similar effect occurs also within the framework of relativistically invariant Finslerian approach to the Lorentz symmetry violation. In the case of flat axially symmetric Finslerian event space (1), for instance, for a free single-particle state with certain 4-momentum |p 0 , p , the 3-velocity as a quantum observable has certain value v = (1 + r)(p 0 − pν)p − r(p 2 0 − p 2 )ν (1 + r)(p 0 − pν)p 0 − r(p 2 0 − p 2 ) that coincides with classical observable 3-velocity in the said event space (see the original paper [4] ).
In the case of flat entirely anisotropic Finslerian event space (8) the above notion of 3-velocity involves subtleties associated with the fact that 4-momentum (p 0 , p i ) is canonically conjugate to nonorthogonal Galilean coordinates (x 0 , x i ) used to prescribe metric (8) . For a free singleparticle state with certain 4-momentum |p 0 , p i , as a result, the 3-velocity v i as a quantum observable has the certain value, which is the solution for the set of algebraic equations In the given case, thus, the value of v i taken as a quantum observable coincides with classical coordinate 3-velocity (see [32] ). This implies that relations (29) and (40) should be also used to determine the magnitude and the components of the observable 3-velocity that would correspond to the free single-particle state with certain 4-momentum |p 0 , p i .
It should be emphasized that the single-particle states with certain 4-momentum occur in either of the types of flat anisotropic Finslerian spaces, with pure kinetic part of the 4-momentum being in principle impossible to separate from the latter. This fact indicates that any interaction induced by one or another anisotropy of the homogeneous medium that fills space (1) or space (8) is nonseparable, while the above-mentioned single-particle states are the collective excitations (quasi-particles) that exist in either medium.
The most likely candidate as entirely anisotropic medium that creates anisotropy of space (8) is a three-gluon condensate. A feasibility of forming the three-gluon condensate ensues from work [33] that demonstrates a spontaneous generation of three-gluon gauge invariant effective interaction. Note in the interim that the inert mass tensor for nonrelativistic quasi-particles in entirely anisotropic crystal-like medium is determined by formula (9) .
As to axially symmetric anisotropic medium that creates anisotropy of space (1), an axially symmetric fermion-antifermion condensate simulates this sort of crystal-like medium. The condensate appears as a vacuum solution of the Finslerian theory of fermions, whose Lagrangian (7) is constructed proceeding from the requirement of invariance with respect to group DISIM b (2). After the appropriate shift and expansion, the theory (7) gets quite defined, so the condensate stability problem can be treated within the framework of that theory. This problem is important to solve just because the existing stringent experimental bounds on the space anisotropy magnitude may be indicative of feasible evaporation of the axially symmetric fermion-antifermion condensate, resulting in the present-day very small space anisotropy. If the condensate evaporation assumption proves to be correct, then the question posed in [16] , namely, why is the anisotropy so small, may be answered.
Strictly speaking, the condensate stability problem must be solved in terms of such an extension of the theory (7) that would include couplings to other fields, to gravity field in particular. Although a possibility does exist in principle for the theory (7) to be extended appropriately within the framework of Finslerian approach to the Lorentz symmetry violation, realizing such a plan falls outside the scope of the present work. It should be noted in conclusion, nevertheless, that the first notable attempt of describing the anisotropy-gravity interaction in terms of the Finslerian model for curved space-time was made in [8] . We cannot but mention also work [11] , wherein Alan Kostelecký demonstrated that gravity with explicit Lorentz violation could not be described by Riemann (or even Riemann-Cartan) geometry and suggested on his own a Finslerian origin for it instead.
